Introduction
A project network is defined as a set of activities that must be performed according to precedence constraints stating which activities must start after the completion of specified other activities [2] . Such a project network can be represented as a directed graph. A path through a project network is one of the routes from the starting n ode to the ending node. The length of a path is the sum of the duration of the activities on the path. The project duration equals the length of the longest path through the project network. The longest path is called the critical path in the network.
In many situations, projects can be complicated and challenging to manage. When the activity times in the project are deterministic and known, CPM has been demonstrated to be a useful tool in managing projects in an efficient manner to meet the challenge [3] . However, there are many cases where the activity times may not be presented in a precise manner. To deal quantitatively with imprecise data, the program evaluation and review technique (PERT) [3] can be employed. However, there are critiques of PERT [4] . An alternative way to deal with imprecise data is to employ the concept of fuzziness [5] , whereby the vague activity times can be represented by fuzzy sets. Several studies have investigated the case where activity times in a project are approximately known and are more suitably represented by fuzzy sets rather than crisp numbers [6, 7, 13] 
Fuzzy Concepts
In this section, we briefly review the theory of fuzzy sets from [8] [9] [10] [11] . In Fig.1 , we see a graph of a crisp set and a fuzzy set. The fuzzy set A can look very different depending on the chosen membership function. Using this function, it is possible to assign a membership degree to each of the element in the universe of discourse X. Elements of the set could but are not required to be numbers as long as a degree of membership can be deduced from them. It is important to note the fact that membership grades are not probabilities. One important difference is that the summation of probabilities on a finite universal set must equal 1, while there is no such requirement for membership grades. A fuzzy number is a fuzzy set which is both convex and normal. A fuzzy set A of the universe of discourse X is convex if and only if for all 12 ,
1, 
Metric Distance Ranking
Chen and Cheng [12] proposed a metric distance method to rank fuzzy numbers. Let A and B be two fuzzy numbers defined as follows : In order to rank fuzzy numbers, Chen and Cheng [12] let the fuzzy number 0 B = then the metric distance between A and 0 is calculated as follows : The backward pass is performed to calculate the fuzzy latest-start and latest-finish times : 
We can easily compute the fuzzy float times of all activities in a project network. In Crisp CPM, activity i is said to be a critical activity if its float time is zero. This concept implies that the criticality rises as the fuzzy float time decreases.
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Proposed Method
Consider the fuzzy project network, where the duration time of each activity in a fuzzy project network is represented by a trapezoidal fuzzy number.
Step Step 4 : Find all the possible paths and calculate the total slack fuzzy time of each path.
Step 5 : Rank the total slack fuzzy time of each path using metric distance ranking.
Step 6 : The path having minimum rank in step 5 is the critical path. Fig.4 shows the network representation of a fuzzy project network. Table I represents the total float of each activity in the fuzzy project network. Metric distance rank of total fuzzy slack time for each path in fuzzy project network (Fig.4) are computed and presented in Table II . ( ) ( ) Here, the path having minimum rank is 1-2-3-5. Therefore, the required critical path for the fuzzy project is 1-2-3-5.
An Example

Case (i)
Possibility of meeting a fuzzy project in a specified time is calculated for set of 12 different projects having different number of activities using fuzzy critical path method based on signed distance ranking of fuzzy numbers and also using proposed method. One of these project networks (D) is shown in Fig.4 . The comparisons are shown in Table III . The comparison reveal that the method proposed is more accurate. We obtained three stages of critical path problem.
Step 3: find the number of possible ways (path from initial vertex to end vertex).
Step 4: from the possible ways select the minimum value that is required critical path. Fig.4 shows the Triangular network representation of a fuzzy project network. Table I represents the total float of each activity in the fuzzy project network.
An Example
Applying Algorithm2 calculation in three stages; 
Conclusion
In the fuzzy critical path method the path is ( ) 1 2 3 5 ® ® ® . in conventional method we find the critical path in three stages we obtain The same unique solution hence The execution of algorithm2 is best one for the implementation by the algoriThm1.
